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Unequalled experience in the manufacture of high quality electronic products over the
decades gives BPC Electronics the edge in all aspects of contract manufacturing.

SMT / LEADED ASSEMBLY

PROTOTYPING - IN HOUSE FROM BOARD TO BOX

WIRING AND CABLE HARNESSES

COMPLETE ASSEMBLY

PURCHASING AND MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

CONFORMAL COATING

PRODUCT TESTING

To help keep material costs down, we are able to purchase parts from many different suppliers,
large to small. From newly released parts to components only found on the obsolete market, we
can find them all. We are often able to extend the life of older assemblies or produce repair parts
for many years with our purchasing knowledge and worldwide contacts.

Your Partner in Electronics Assembly



BPC Electronics LLP,
48 Boston Road, Gorse Hill Ind Est,
Leicester LE4 1AA
tel:  +44 (0)116 2334444
fax: +44 (0)116 2998001
email: sales@bpc-electronics.com

In addition to our range of design and assembly servies, BPC Electronics also provide complete
box build solutions including materials management of all components, electromechanical parts,
plastics, casings and print and packaging materials.
Complex and simple cable assemblies, wiring looms and full cabinet wiring can also be
accommodated and fully integrated into the final product assembly process.

Final Assembly & Box Build

BPC simplifies production. We are a one stop manufacturing partner that can handle design,
part production, assembly, casing fabrication and distribution. With our vertically integrated
manufacturing approach, production lead time is dramatically accelerated.

BPC Electronics offers turnkey electronic manufacturing services for the medical, industrial control,
audio-visual and many other industries with high reliability requirements.
Certified to international production standards, our rapid turnaround PCB assembly and comprehensive
box build services cover all phases of the production cycle, from design and manufacturing through
to distribution. The company provides OEM’s and design engineers with a responsive, fully capable
manufacturing partner who enables efficient high quality production on near impossible deadlines. 

Assembly Services


